Erectile Dysfunction: A Systemic look at the Mind-Body connection in Erectile Physiology
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Abstract

Sex is, without a doubt, an experience for the senses and, as such, it is fundamentally an experience for the "here and now". Human sexuality is a natural and poignant experience. Although they may be accentuated by words, the vitality and depth of feelings provided by sexual contact are expressed through immediate sensory experience. Despite this, few people know how to create the satisfying and rewarding sexual experiences they desire. Since sex is essentially a present and undoubtedly a sensual experience, the most important change in internal processes involves paying attention to the sensations.

This review aims to show how essential it is to have a careful attention of the patient as a whole, requiring a systemic look at him through a multidisciplinary approach, seeing the individual. Additionally, it will be shown the sexual dysfunction, as a psychosomatic being, integrating the physical and psychological evaluation, seeking data on the sexual life of the patient, relevant to the treatment of his dysfunction.

The use of such approach facilitates the obtaining of unconscious information, brought through an extremely careful interview to raise the individual internal processes; understand attitudes, external behaviors, subjective states, representative systems and beliefs, in addition to a thorough observation of the ocular access tracks of the patient with erectile dysfunction, where incongruities may arise that could otherwise be disregarded and hinder the proper treatment of the patient. All this will allow a more complete understanding of his physiological response and will facilitate the reconnection of the individual to his natural process of sexual response.
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Introduction

Of all the existing sexual dysfunctions, perhaps erectile dysfunction is the most overwhelming in the male world. There is a world culture where the concept of masculinity is intrinsically linked to that of genitality [1]. Where the penis represents not only power and domination, but the very symbol of virility. For many, being a man means having a perfectly functioning penis, being able to have a full erection, being powerful [2].

Erectile disorder is defined as the persistent incapacity, total or partial, to initiate and/or maintain an erection sufficient to perform penetration and coitus until ejaculation [3]. From the emotional point of view, erectile dysfunction can cause immense problems in male self-esteem, causing emotional imbalances, states of extreme anxiety and anguish, affecting one's self-image and disfiguring one's marital relationships, and can even lead to suicide [4].

Most sexual dysfunctions are psychosomatic disorders, that is, physiological and/or structural alterations influenced by psychological processes. In this way, the importance of a multidisciplinary approach to erectile dysfunction is understood [5]. The psychosomatic or holistic model is a therapeutic view more focused on the belief that the individual reacts as a psychophysical whole [6]. There is no physical problem without psychic impairment. Likewise, emotional wear and tear can cause organic changes. It is noticeable that these disorders are evidenced, at the body level, by disturbances in the functioning of the autonomous effectors, which may be the result of a decrease or increase in physiological activity [7].

Regardless of its origin, organic, psychic or mixed, erectile dysfunction gives rise to biological stress, a damage caused to the body in response to the negative sexual experience [8]. When the individual faces this challenging situation in reality or in the imaginary process, three factors happen: the event itself, his perception and the body's reaction to
the perception of the event. At this moment, when you feel that the event is beyond your capacity, the body reacts automatically, preparing itself to fight or escape and it is this stress reaction that causes the dysfunction [9].

Thus both treatments influence each other, after a physiological evaluation performed by the urologist, an evaluation by the psychologist, a specialist in sexuality, as an integral and necessary part of the process, is fundamental. Besides offering information that must be added to the organic vision, it seeks to understand the path that the body and mind come doing, acting together with the patient so that he can achieve a more comprehensive understanding of the problem [10-12].

Neurolinguistic Programming (NLP) has reoriented much of clinical psychology to another direction, much more productive, offering new perspectives for old issues. More importantly, it offers a set of tools and methods that can lead quickly and efficiently to specific and desired results [13]. Besides being born from studies conducted on great therapists such as Fritz Perls, Milton Erickson, Virginia Satir and Gregory Bateson; it has also connected with other perspectives such as the systemic constellation, the social panorama, enabling a systemic view of the patient [14].

It becomes essential to perceive the systemic nature of the patient's relationship difficulties or of his sexual dysfunction. The human sexual experience is made of interactions between external stimuli and internal processes, so to fully understand the process of dysfunction that affects an individual or couple, it is essential to identify the various elements of the experience that constitute the dysfunctional context [15].

The sexual response is a sequence of interrelated and natural stimulus-reaction patterns that involve physiological issues and internal processes. Sexual dysfunction occurs when a natural stimulus elicits in one of the partners an opposite or incongruent reaction with the natural sequence [16]. The current state somehow impedes the progression of the natural stimulus-reaction sequence. In almost all cases, the desired state for sexual functioning is a satisfactory psychophysical experience [17]. Being aware of the verbal and non-verbal communication brought by the patient in the complaint history will allow us to know the sequence of external behaviors and internal processes that make up the AE. Thus it will be possible to understand how the "external stimuli" interact with the internal processes resulting in an undesirable sexual experience [18].

Individuals can also produce within themselves, through internal communication, with very little help from external experience, desired or unwanted internal emotional states [19]. Excessively concerned about failure, they create within themselves a psychic situation of expectation of new failure and begin to visualize the new possibility of sexual intercourse as a "test", adopting a double role: actor and spectator of their own performance [20]. This internal process disturbs and limits the desired experience, generating supervision of his performance in sexual intercourse, where he leaves his role of actor and becomes a spectator of himself. The person becomes extremely disturbed by internal projections, causing the quality of your sexual relationship to drop. It creates a radar that monitors your sexual performance, triggering a performance anxiety, followed by biochemical changes and physiological reactions, such as total inhibition of desire, partial or total loss of erection or premature ejaculation in men or several sexual dysfunctions in women [21]. In the case of erectile dysfunction, this highly anxiogenic situation may prevent the individual from obtaining, maintaining or reobtaining the physiological erectile response. The fear of not having erection can lead the individual to the dysfunctional process, perhaps one of the main mechanisms where only psychological aspects are present [22].

When these people imagine themselves playing the sexual role unsatisfactorily, they feel embarrassed and frustrated - as if the internally generated images had actually occurred. By reacting to these imaginary events instead of relating as what actually happens to them, these people inhibit their behavior and do not risk experiencing the possible imagined embarrassment, thus creating a process of avoiding sexuality [23]. Considering that the success of the sexual experience depends on its complete availability for the sensory experience, for the "here and now", this internal process can be one of the generators of sexual dysfunction [24].

For NLP, the difference between being inside or outside of some situations can determine the success or failure of our actions, behaviors or even physiological responses [25]. The association presupposes an inner state completely given over to the sensations that accompany that sexual experience. On the other hand, in the dissociation the thoughts and feelings related to that experience are out of context, causing the disconnection of the same [26].

The internal processes play an important role in the context of the sexual experience. If the person is distracted, whether thinking about performance or domestic or professional tasks, the intensity of the sexual experience will be drastically diminished, disconnecting the individual from the process of excitement, the quality of foreplay, and the appropriate sexual response. Being connected in the sexual act, conscious and delivered to the situation can lead the man to proper sexual functioning [27].

Each of these subjective internal conflicts is an example of how internal processes can be used to impoverish rather than enrich the individual experience. The essential purpose of therapy in treating such internal conflicts is to turn them into a resource, either individually or globally. Thus, each internal process contributes to the fullness of the total experience, either as a stimulus that leads the individual to the desired experience, or by the sum of another sensory dimension complementary to the experience [28].

Masters and Johnson [29] already affirmed that a specifically traumatic episode has been enough to end the ability of the male individual of sexual intercourse, establishing a pattern of negative psychosocial influence or even a dysfunctional lifestyle for the traumatized man. When a stimulus triggers an undesirable reaction, it is necessary to identify the process and then interrupt it, in order to allow a reaction or point of choice new and more adequate [30].

For someone who wants to solve human problems, the pieces of the puzzle are the structural elements of the experience: attitudes (beliefs), thoughts (internal processes), emotions (subjective states), actions (external behaviours) and physiological reactions. In positive sexual experiences there is an alignment of attitudes, emotions, thoughts, actions and physiological reactions that naturally culminate in pleasure [31]. In dysfunctional sexual experiences some part of the experience is misaligned: whether in beliefs, subjective state, internal process, external behavior or physiological reaction. The organization of internal processes, external behaviors and physiological reactions, experienced by the patient as a problem, is the structure of the current state [32].

The belief system, that is, what the patient believes, is the great framework of any work of change. Beliefs are generalizations constructed based on our family, social and cultural experience. All the meaning given to our experiences is directly linked to our beliefs and values. They determine interpretations of the environment in which we live as well as behavior, abilities, values, identity, and spirituality. If the patient believes that he or she is unable to achieve something, he or she will discover an unconscious way to confirm it [33]. For NLP, beliefs represent an important structure of our behavior. They guide us through life, are our guiding principles and make us evolve, advance, reach somewhere. On the other hand, they can also make us stop, hesitate, avoid, give up. When we believe in something - positive or negative - our behavior is congruent with this belief [34].
The human experience is the result of the interaction between the external world and what our senses perceive. Just as the external world is captured by our senses, it can be recreated internally by them. Those responsible for this codification of what occurs in the external world are our visual, auditory and kinesthetic (tactile, olfactory, gustatory) representative systems, that is, our internal and external communication is based on our senses; the subjectively generated images, internal dialogue, smells and tastes, sounds and feelings that our mind produces; and the various external behaviors generated to act directly in the world [35, 36].

We constantly use representative systems to capture information from the external world, to think and plan our actions. In this way, it becomes important to understand the main system used by the patient in the sexual experience, which can be evaluated through the words used more frequently, the way he experiences the process of excitement, which is directly connected to his most developed system of capture, conscious or not [37].

Another important distinction to be made is to verify if the system of conduct, the one where the subjective processes are prioritized and verified through the observation of the access tracks of the stored information, is inside or outside the individual consciousness. That is, if the person can see the picture generated internally, feel the sensations generated internally, or hear the sounds and words generated internally, which produce the experience. In general, the conduct system of people seeking therapy is outside the consciousness [38]. When the system that characteristically generates the experience (the system of conduct) is outside of consciousness, it becomes impossible for the individual to make choices regarding the type of experience that will be generated: the internally generated experiences are out of control. Here the patient generates subjective images that will fail again. This process is especially out of control when he is not conscious of his own subjective imaginary [39].

In cases of sexual dysfunction, understanding the internally generated experience is often found in one of the polarities, while the external sensory experience remains at the other end [40]. If we can control the internal experience in a way that generates positive fantasies congruent with the external sensory experience in progress, we can create an alignment between the internal and external experiences of the sexual experience [41]. A diluted mixture of congruent internal fantasy and external sensory experience is a maximum focus of the consciousness on the intense externally generated experience produced during a sexual encounter. Sexuality is an essential pillar of the human emotional universe and is present in all phases of life, from birth to death [42]. Many people still treat sexual behavior as if it were not part of global human behavior. It is a great distortion to consider sexuality as something separate from the whole human system. To understand sexual dysfunction, it is necessary to understand the whole context. It is fundamental to recognize that human behavior and sexual expression are not separated from the rest of the human experience, and then to integrate sex and marital therapy into general treatment programs [43, 44].

**Conclusion**

Human sexuality occupies a privileged place in the fields of psychotherapy. Unlike other psychological demands, in which the therapist has the responsibility to interpret behavior as progress or relapse, here the success or failure achieved with sexual therapy is perceptible and visible. The physiological reaction of the patient clearly demonstrates whether or not the desired changes have been achieved.

As body and mind form a single system and both influence each other, a systemic and multidisciplinary look at sexual dysfunctions is essential.
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